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I. INTRODUCTION 
The system treated here is a type of linear vector Riemann-Stieltjes integral 
equation system, which under certain conditions reduces to a classical 
second-order system. 
An associated functional is introduced in Section 2, and the relationship 
between disconjugacy of the system and this functional is explored. In 
Section 3, further relationships between the functional and disconjugacy 
are treated. The relationship between focal points and a similar functional 
is discussed in Section 4. The Morse Quadratic Form for this system is 
introduced in Section 5 and the relationship between this form and focal 
points is discussed therein; the relationship between this form and conjugate 
points is explored in Section 6. 
We shall be concerned with the system 
u(t) = %l + St [dN]v, 
a 
for t E [a, b], (El 
where M and N are n x n dimensional complex valued matrix functions, 
while u and u are n-dimensional complex valued vector functions. The 
author has previously studied this system in [I] and whenever any results 
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are used from that paper they will be denoted by the addition of the Roman 
numeral I (for example, Theorem 1.1.1). The terminology of that paper will 
be used here. In ,particular, we will assume M end N satisfy H and & of that 
paper, which are given here for ready reference. 
H. M and N are of bounded variation and N is continuous on [a, b]. 
Hh . M(t) and N(t) are hermitian for t E [a, b]. 
2. AN ASSOCIATED FUNCTIONAL 
We take the following sets: 
L[u, b] = (5 1 5 is an n-dimensional vector function which 
is integrable with respect.to N); 
D[u, b] = (7 1 there exists a function 5 EL[u, b] such that L,[v, a = 0}, 
where [a, b] is a compact interval and 
Lh, 51 = 4 - [dNl5. (2.1) 
The relationship between 7 and [ will be indicated by 7 E D[u, b] : 5. 
If (rl@ ; 5,) E W, bl x W, bl (a = L2), let Jh : C1 ,71~ : tz ; a, bl denote 
the functional defined by 
Jhl : 51 > 72 : 5 2 ; a, b] = I,” L*[dN] 51 + r,” rl,*[dM] 71. (2.2) 
If &Z and N satisfy Hh , then (2.2) defines an hermitian form on D[u, b] x 
L[u, b]; that is, if (va ; 5,) E D[u, b] x L[u, b],, (a = 1,2, 3), then 
(a) J[Q : 5, ,v2 : Ii2 ; a, b] = Jh2 : C2 , rll : iI1 ; a, bl, 
lb) J[ql : ~51, r/2 : 52 ; a, 4 = cfh : 51,712 : 52 ; a, 4, 
(4 Jh + r/2 : 5, + 5, , Q : C3 ; 0, bl = h : 71~ , ii : t3 ; a, bl + 
A32 : 73, 52 : 5, ; a, 61. 
In general, for a given 77 the corresponding vector function 5 is not unique. 
However, the value of (2.2) is independent of the choice 5 satisfying 
7 E D[a, b] : 5; for this reason, we shall write (2.2) as 
Jh 2 vz ; a, 4 = s.” I,*PW 4-l + s.” r/2*Wfl rll . 
Also, for brevity we write J[q; a, b] for J[v, pl; a, b]. 
If we let 
(2.3) 
the following result is a ready consequence of the above definitions. 
505/22/I-2 
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LEMMA 1.1. If Q E D[a, b] : 6, , (a = 1, 2), then 
jb 72*J271 I511 - jb&hp F 1211* 71 = {In*% - %*Glba 
Q a (2.4”) 
= (71 ; 51 I 72 ; L>Ii * 
From this we see that if tr , t, E [a, b] are conjugate and (u, V) is a solution 
of(E) with u(tl) = 0 = u(tJ and u + 0 on [tl , t,], then (q(t), c(t)) is defined 
by (u(t); v(t)) on [tl , t,] and identically zero elsewhere, are functions such 
that 7 E D,[a, b] : 5 and (2.4”) implies 
I[$ a, bl = J[u; t, 7 t2l = 0. 
COROLLARY 2.1. There are no points t, , t, E [a, b] which are conjugate if 
the only 7 E D,[a, b] such that J[v; a, b] = 0 is q(t) = 0. 
THEOREM 2.1. If u is continuous and of bounded variation on [a, b], then 
there exists a v such that (u; v) is a solution of(E) on [a, b] if and only if there 
exists a vl EL[~, b] such that u E D[a, b] : zjl and 
II. u : VI ) Tj : 5; a, b] = 0 for all 7 EL&[U, b]. (2.5) 
If (u; v) is a solution of (E) on [a, b] and 7 E &[a, b], then u E D[a, b] : v 
and (2.5) is a consequence of (2.4’) for (Q; [r) = (u; v), (Q; 5,) = (7; LJ. 
On the other hand suppose u E D[a, 61 : vr and (2.5) holds. If v,,(t) is 
defined by 
v,(t) = j’ PWU, (2.6) 
a 
then substituting into (2.5) and using integration by parts we obtain 
s b [*[dN][v, - v,] = 0 if 5 EL[~, Zr] and s b J*[dN] = 0. (2.7) n a 
By a well-known result of functional analysis (see, for example, [8, p. 138]), 
if we restrict 5 to be a continuous function, we have that there exists a 
constant vector X such that 
I” 5*Wl[v, - 4 = jb 5*WW, for 5 continuous. 
a a 
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Consequently, Ji [dN][v, - v. - A] E 0 on {a, b]. If v(t) = no(t) + h, we 
have that side, = si [dM]u, t E [a, b] and u e D[a, b] : o, so that (u; V) is a 
solution of (E). 
COROLLARY 2.2. If /[I; a, b] is nonnegative definite on D,,[a, b], and u is 
an element of D,[a, b] satisfying J[ u; a, b] = 0, then there exists a v EL[u, b] 
such that (u; n) is a solution of(E) on [a, b]. In particular, if u(t) $ 0, a and b 
are conjugate. 
If n E D,[a, b], we have that u + 01 E D,[a, b] for arbitrary o so that 
0 < J[u + q; a, 4 
= lb; a, 4 + a/[~, 77; a, bl + aJh, a~; a, bl + I 0 I2 11~; a, bl. 
As J[u; a, b] = 0, we can make the right-hand side negative unless 
lb, ‘I; a, bl = 0. 
COROLLARY 2.3. If J[q; a, b] is nonnegatiwe de$nite on D,,[a, b] and (u; v) 
is a solution of (E), while u,, E D[a, b] with u,,(a) = u(a), u,,(b) = u(b), then 
JhJ ; a, b] >, J[u; a, b]; moreooer, zy J[q; a, b] is positive definite on D,[a, b] 
the inequality hoZds with equality only quo(t) = u(t). 
Preliminary to the necessary and sufficient conditions for the system (E) 
to be disconjugate on a subinterval of [a, b], th,e following result will be stated 
without proof, as it may be established by direct substitution. 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose that U(t), V(t) are n x Y matrix functions of bounded 
variation on [a, b] with U continuous. If lo1 is continuous and of bounded 
variation, 4, EL[u, b], for 01 = 1,2, and there exists an r-dimensional vector 
function h,(t), such that h, is of bounded variation and continuous on [a, b] whiZe 
q@(t) = U(t) h,(t), the-n on this interval we have the identity 
COROLLARY 2.4. If the column vectors of Y(t) = (U(t); V(t)) form an 
r-dimensional conjoined family of solutions of (E), while 77 E D[a, b] : 5 and 
there exists a function h(t) which is continuous and of bounded variation such 
that q(t) = U(t) h(t) for t E [a, b], then 
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THEOREM 2.2. If J[T; a, b] is nonnegative definite on Do[a, b], then N(t) 
is a nondecreasing function. 
If N(t) is not nondecreasing, then there exists an interval [c, d], and a 
vector (4, with [ f 1 = 1, and such that t*[N(d) - N(c)Jf = st t*[dN][ < 0. 
Also, there exists a k, > 0 such that 
f d ~*Wlt = --k,v[c, d], 
where Y[C, d] is the variation of N on [c, d]. For any 6 > 0 there must exist 
an interval [e,f] C [c, d] with ( f - e / < 6, and such that 
J a’ 5*[dN]t < -k,v[e, f]. e 
In particular, if m is a positive integer such that 2” > n, we find an interval 
[e,fJ such that (2.8) holds, and 
where V[M] is the variation of M on [a, b]. 
Partition [e, f] into e = t,, < t, < ... < ta, = f such that 
s ti 5*[dN]6 = -k,v[e, f]/2”. ti.-1 (2.10) 
Then, if 7(t) is defined as 
with xi the characteristic function of [t,-i , ti], and the ci chosen so that 
Ci \ C~ 1 = 1 and q(d) = 0, then J[q; a, b] < 0, which is a contradiction to 
the nonnegative definiteness of J. 
In the same manner as that of Reid [7, pp. 326-3281, the following result 
can be established. 
THEOREM 2.3. Suppose J[v; a, b] is positive dejnite on DO[a, b]. If 
d[a, b] = d, A is a basis for A[a, b] with A *A = Ed , and R is an n x (n - d) 
matrix such that R*A = 0 and [A R] is nonsingular, then there exists a unique 
solution Yb(t) = (Us(t); Vb(t)) of (IT& such that 
U&4 = R, U,(b) = 0, Vb*(a)A = 0. (2.11) 
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The column vectors of Yb( t) f arm a basis for a conjoined family of solutions of(E) 
of dimension n - d, and if YJt) = ( U4(t); Va(t)) is a second solution of (En-J 
whose column vectors form a basis for a conjoined family of solutions of (E) of 
dimension n - d and satisfying 
U,(a) = R V,*(a)d = 0, U4*(a> V&4 > Ub*(a) Vb(4, (2.12) 
then U4(t) is of rank n - don [a, b]. Moreover, if Y2(t) = ( Uz(t); Vz(t)) is the 
solution of (Ed) satisfying the initial conditions U,(a) = A, V,(a) = 0, then 
Y(t) = wut) U&)1; YzW ~‘#I) = (U(t); W) 
is a conjoined basis for (E) with U(t) nonsingular on [a, b]. 
THEOREM 2.4. The form J[T; a, b] is positive definite on Q,[a, b] if and 
only if N(t) is a nondecreasing matrix function on [a, b] and there exists a 
conjoined basis Y(t) = (U(t); V(t)) for (E) with U nonsingular on [a, b]. 
If J[y; a, b] is positive definite on &[a, b], then theorems 2.2 and 2.3 
imply that N(t) is nondecreasing on [a, b] and the existence of a conjoined 
basis Y(t) = (U(t); V(t)) for (E) with U(t) nonsingular on [a, b]. Conversely, 
if such a basis exists, then in view of Lemma 2.2 we have for 7 E D,[a, b] : 5 
that 
Jh; a, 4 = Iab [5 - vhl* [W[t - W, 
with h(t) = U-l(t) v(t). But N is a nondecreasing hermitian matrix function, 
which implies that 
s 
b 
K[a; a, b] = a* dNar 
a 
is a nonnegative definite hermitian form on the vector space of functions 
which are N-integrable. Thus, if 
s : [5 - Vh]* [dN][< - Vh] = 0, 
we must have 
I t [dN][1 - Vh] E 0 
for t E [a, b]. 
a 
As Ls[7; <] = 0 and L,[ U, V] = 0, it follows~ that 
I” U[dh] = j’ [dN][< - Vh] = 0. 
a a 
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Also, since si U dh = 0 implies si dh EWE 0, and the condition ~(a) = 0 implies 
that h(u) = 0, it follows that h(t) = 0, and q(t) = 0. Consequently, J[y; a, b] 
is positive definite on D,[a, b]. 
THEOREM 2.5. The form J[q; a, b] is positizje definite on D,[a, b] af and 
only if N(t) is nondecreasing on [a, b] and there is no point t, E (a, b] conjugate 
to a. 
If N(t) is nondecreasing and a has no conjugate point on (a, b] and c = 
sup{t E [a, b] : J[v; a, t] is positive definite on D,,[a, t]}, then the result 
follows if c = 6. If c < b, one may show J[q; a, c] is nonnegative definite 
on D,[a, c] by taking limits of the forms J[q; a, c - 61. Then Corollary 2.2 
gives that J[T; a, c] is positive definite on D,[a, c]. Thus Theorem 2.4 gives 
J is positive definite on DO[cz, c + c] and we have a contradiction to our 
choice of c. 
If the roles of t = Q and t = b are interchanged, one may establish the 
following result. 
COROLLARY 2.5. The form J[q; a, b] is positive definite on D,[a, b] if and 
only if N(t) is nondecreasing on [a, b], and there is no value on [a, b) which is 
conjugate to t = b. 
3. DISCONJUGACY CRITERIA 
The results of the preceding section will be compressed here for ready 
reference. 
THEOREM 3.1 I If N(t) is nondecreasing for t E [a, b], then the following 
conditions are equivalent. 
(i) (E) is disconjugate on [a, b]. 
(ii) J[q; a, b] is positive de$nite on D,,[u, b]. 
(iii) There is no point on (a, b] conjugute to t = a. 
(iv) There is no point on [a, b) conjugate to t = b. 
(v) There exists a conjoined basis Y(t) = (U(t); V(t)) for (E) with 
U(t) nonsingular on [a, b]. 
(vi) There exists an n x n hermitian matrix function W(t), t E [a, b], 
which is a solution of the Riccati integral equation 
R[WJ(t) = s’ [dW] + 1” W[dNJ?V - It d&f = 0, t E [a, b]. (3.1) 
a -a a 
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Suppose that for OL = I,2 the matrix functions M, and N, satisfy hypoth- 
eses H and Hh . The corresponding classes D[u, b] and &[a, b] will be 
denoted by D,[u, b] and B,,[a, b]. If we have 
N,(t) = N,(t), (3.2) 
then D,[a, b] = &[a, b], and D,,[u, b] = &,[a, b]. However, these relations 
may occur without (3.2) holding. For 01 = 1, 2 we have the corresponding 
systems 
L1a[u, w](t) = -dw(t) + [d&&(t)] u(t) = 0, 
Lza[u, w](t) = du(t) - [dNJt>] w(t) = 0, 
and corresponding functionals 
(3.3,) 
(3.4,) 
In particular, if D,[u, b] = Dz[u, b] = D[u, b] then the difference functional 
JlZh a, 4 = MT 6 4 - Jzb?; a, bl (3.5) 
is well defined for rl E D[u, b]. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose that for 01 = 1,2, the n x n mutrix functions 
N,(t), M,(t) satisfy hypotheses H and Hh, and N2(t) is nondecreasing. Also, 
suppose 4[a, bl = 4[a, bl and Jlz[7; a b] is nonnegutiwe definite on D,[u, b] = , 
&,[a, b] = D,,[u, b]. If (3.3,) is disconjugute on [a, b], then (3.3,) is a&o 
disconjugute on [a, b]. Moreover, ;f JI.Jq; a, b] is positive definite on D,[u, b] 
then the solutions of (3.3,) oscillate more rapidly than the solutions of (3.3,) in 
the following sense: If t, and t, are mutually conjugate with respect to (3.3,), 
then any conjoined basis Y(t) = (U(t); V(t)) for (3.3,) is singulur at least once 
on (tl , h>. 
If (3.3,) is disconjugate on [u, b], then (ii) of Theorem 3.1 implies that 
].Jv; a, b] is positive definite on &,[a, b] so that Jr[q; a, b] is positive definite 
on &[a, b]. Thus (i) of Theorem 3.1 implies that (3.3,) is disconjugate 
on [a, b]. 
Now, it can be shown that if there is a conjoined basis Y(t) = (U(t); V(t)) 
of (3.3,) with U(t) nonsingular on (a, b) and N,(t) is nondecreasing on this 
interval, then Ja[q; a, b] is nonnegative definite on &,[a, b]. Let u(t) be a 
solution of (3.3,) with u(tJ = 0 = u(tJ, and u(t) + 0 on [tl , t,], where 
a < t, -=C t, < b. If r)(t) = u(t) for t E [tl , t,], q(t) G 0 on [a, tJ u [tz , b], 
then 7 E &,[a, b] and Jr[7; a, b] = Jr[u; t, , t,] = 0, so that Ja[7; a, b] < 0. 
Hence, any conjoined basis Y(t) = (U(t); V(t)) of (3.3,) must have at least 
one point on (tl , tz) where U(t) is singular. 
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THEOREM 3.3. If N(t) is nondecreasing on [a, b], then (E) is disconjugate on 
[a, b] if and only if one of the following conditions holds. 
(i) There exists on [a, b] a nonsingular n x n matrixfunction U E D[a, b] : V 
with V of bounded variation on [a, b] while {U; V j U; V}(t) = 0, and 
JL U*L,[U, V] is nondecreasing for t E [a, b]. 
(ii) There exists an n x n hermitian matrix function W(t) of bounded 
variation on [a, b] which is such that 
R[W](t) = IL [dW] + 1” W[dN]W - j-” [d&Z] 
a a a 
is nonincreasing for t E [a, b]. 
If (E) is disconjugate on [a, b] then there is a conjoined basis Y(t) = 
(U(t); V(t)) of (E) with U(t) nonsingular on [a, b]; also, U(t) satisfies (i) and 
W(t) = V(t) U-l(t) satisfies (ii). 
On the other hand, if U(t) satisfies (i) then let P(t) = ji U*L,[U, V]. 
Since U(t) is continuous, the integral exists and defines a matrix function of 
bounded variation on [a, b]. If we take the system (3.3,) to be such that 
dN,(t) = dN(t) dMz(t) = d&Z(t) - U*-l(t)[dP(t)] U-l(t), 
then (U; V) is a conjoined basis for (3.3,). If (3.3,) is system (E), then 
s b .Ld%; a, bl = 17*U*-1[dP] U-‘7 3 0 a 
for rf E DO[u, b], so that Theorem 3.2 implies that (E) is disconjugate on [a, b]. 
Under the condition (ii) if Y(t) = R[WJ(t), then Y((t) E SV[a, b] and Y 





t [dN(s)] W(s) U(s), U(a) = E, 
-a a 
and V(t) = W(t) U(t), then U and V are n x n matrix functions on [a, b] 
with F’ of bounded variation on [a, b]; moreover, U E D[a, b] : V, U is non- 
singular on [a, b], while {U; V 1 U; V}(t) = 0, t E [a, b], and 
It u*L,[ U, V] = - j-’ U*[dY] U, 
a a 
which is nondecreasing on [a, b], so we have reduced case (ii) to case (i). 
Results may be obtained corresponding to the results of Reid [7, pp. 341- 
3441 concerning sufficient conditions for the existence of principal solutions 
and properties of solutions when a principal solution exists. 
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4. FOCAL POINTS 
We shall denote by D&a, b] the class of all 7 E D[a, 61 with 77(b) = 0 and 
by D&a, b] the class of all 7 E D[u, b] with ~(a) = 0. Then &,[a, b] = 
D,,[u, b] n &.[a, b]. We shall also consider the functional 
f[q1 : 51 ,772 : 52 ; a, 4 = rlz”(4 ~~,(4 + h ,712 ; a, 4. (4.1) 
If M and N satisfy Hh and r is a hermitian matrix, then J[Q : & , r12 : t2 ; a, b] 
is a hermitian form on D[a, b] x L[u, b]. As in the case of the functional 
J[T; a, b], if 71, E D[u, b] : 5, , (a = 1,2), then the value of (4.1) is independent 
of the value of 5, so that we will abbreviate to g[,, , qa ; a, b] or g[q, ; a, b] if 
71 = 772. 
Using the results of Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.2 we can obtain the 
following results. 
THEOREM 4.1. There exists a solution (u; v) of (E) such that 
ru(u) - w(u) = 0, (4.2) 
if and only if there exists a q EL[u, b] such that u E D[u, b] : vl and p[u; v1 , 
-q : 5; a, b] = 0 for 7) E D*,[u, b] : 5. 
COROLLARY 4.1. If j[~; a, b] is nonnegutiwe definite on D&u, b], and 
there exists a u E D,,[u, b] sutisf$ng I[ u; a, b] = 0, then there exists a z, such 
that (u, v) is a solution of (E) on [a, b] which satisfies the condition 
h(u) - w(u) = 0. u(b) = 0. (4.3) 
Since r is hermitian, the solution Y(t) = (U(t); V(t)) which satisfies 
Y(u) = (E, r) is a conjoined basis. The following result is proved in a 
manner similar to that used to establish Theorem 2.5. 
THEOREM 4.2. The functional p[~; (I, b] is positive definite on D,,[u, b] 
if and only if N(t) is nondecreasing on [a, b], and the conjoined busis Y(t) = 
(U(t); V(t)) for (E) sutisfrig Y(u) = (E; r) is szlch that U(t) is nonsingular on 
[a, 4. 
Relative to the functional (4.1), or relative to system (E) with initial 
condition (4.2), a value 7 E [a, b] is a right-hand {left-hand} focalpoint to t = a 
if 7 > a {T < u} and there is a solution (u(t); w(t)) of (E) which satisfies (4.2), 
has U(T) = 0, and u(t) + 0 on the interval with a and r as endpoints. 
The following result can be established by an argument similar to that 
occurring in the proof of Theorem 3.2, and using the result of Theorem 4.2. 
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THEOREM 4.3. Suppose that for (Y = I, 2 the n x n matrixfunctions M&t) 
and N,(t) satisfy hypotheses H and Hh , while N,(t) is nondecreasing on [a, b]. 
Moreover, for arbitrary [c, d] C [a, b] we have D,[c, d] = D,[c, d] = D[c, d], 
and I’,(a: = 1, 2) are hermitian matrices such that 
.Lh; a, bl = 3Jrl; a, bl - j&7; a, bl 
= rl*(4[rl - r21 77(a) + Jdrl; 4 4 
is nonnegative definite on D,,[a, b]. If relative to jz[~; a, b] there is no right-hand 
focal point to a on (a, b], then relative to lI[q; a, b] there is also no right-hand 
focal point to a on (a, b]. 
5. THE MORSE QUADRATIC FORM 
The results of this section correspond to the results found in [7, pp. 356- 
3661 and the proofs of the results are in most cases the direct analog of Reid’s 
proofs. We wish to examine the relationship of the Morse Quadratic Form 
and the idea of focal points as defined in Section 4. That is, if system (E) is 
identically normal (that is, the only solution of the form (0, v(t)) is v(t) EE 0) 
and Y(t) = (U(t); V(t)) is a conjoined basis for (E) on [a, b], then c is afocal 
point of the family of order k if U( ) c is singular and of rank n - k. The 
following lemma is basic to the study of these points. 
LEMMA 1.1. Suppose (E) is identicalzy normal, and (E) is disconjugate on 
[a, b]. If Y(t) = (U(t); V(t)) is a conjoined basis for (E), then on (a, b] and 
[a, b) there are at most n focal points, each point being counted a number of times 
equal to its order. Moreover, the focal points of a conjoined basis are isolated. 
Throughout the remainder of this paper we will assume that (E) is identically 
normal. 
A partition 
a = t,, < t, < ... < t, < tm+l = b (5.1) 
will be called a fundamental partition if (E) is disconjugate on each of the 
subintervals [tip1 , ti], i = l,..., m + 1. Such a partition exists since, in view 
of the results of Corollary 1.2.1 and Theorem 3.1, there exists a 6 > 0 such 
that if 1 c - d 1 < 6, [c, d] C [a, b], then (E) is disconjugate on [c, d]. More- 
over, if T = {to, tl ,..., t, , tm+l} is a fundamental partition, then any 
refinement is also a fundamental partition. 
If T is a fundamental partition, then in view of the condition of identical 
normality and the result of Lemma 1.6.1 we have a unique solution u = Ufj , 
v = vei of (E) such that ua(tjel) = tj-, , uej(tj) = tj (j = I,2 ,..., m + l), 
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where the ej are aribtrary n-dimensional vectors. If 5 is defined to be the 
n(m + 2) vector 
5 = (59, p = I, 2 )...) n(m + 2), 
with t(nj+u) = Eai (a = l,..., n, j = 0 ,..., m + I), then the corresponding 
vector function 
Ica(t) = %V), ti-1 < t < ti (j = I,..., m + 11, 
is continuous on [a, b] and linear in the components of I. We shall denote 
by s(n), the set of all vectors 5. If &+i = 0 we shall say f E S,,(n), and 
if &, = 0 we shall say [ E 5’,&7). Moreover, set s,,(n) = &,(L’) n &‘,,(n). 
If G is an n x 71 hermitian matrix, the form 
is hermitian on S,,[n] since J is a hermitian functional. Thus, there is an 
n(m + 1) dimensional, hermitian matrix Q.+O such that 
Q*O[P, $ I nl = P*Q*OP. 
THEOREM 5.1. If G is an n x n hermitian matrix and T and z+(t) are 
specified as above, then Q*O is of rank n(m + 1) - r if and only if t = b is a focal 
point of order Y of the conjoined family of solutions Y(t) = (U(t); V(t)) of (E) 
with Y(a) = (E; G). Moreover, the elements of Q*O are continuous functions 
oftheelementsofGandoft,,t, ,..., t,. 
For the systems of ordinary differential equations considered in [7; 
Chap. VII, Sect. 71 the proof of a result corresponding to that of the above 
theorem uses the continuity of the vector functions u( and v( as functions of 
t, to, t, ,-.a, 4n+1 * In the present situation the functions uE are continuous 
functions, but the functions vg are not necessarily continuous. However, the 
type of argument used by Reid [6, pp. 716-7171 to establish the stated result 
for a system (E) where N(t) is absolutely continuous is still valid for the more 
general problem considered here. 
The dimension of the null space 
{E I Q*“t = 01 
is called the nullity of Q*O, and the dimension of the largest subspace on 
which Q*O is negative definite is called the (negative) index of Q*O. We can now 
obtain the following results. 
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THEOREM 5.2. If II is a fundamental partition of [a, b], then the index of 
Q*“[[ 1 II] is equal to the number of points on the open interval (a, b) which are 
right-hand focal points to t = a relative to the functional j[7; a, b] where each 
focal point is counted a number of times equal to its order. 
THEOREM 5.3. If 17 is a fundamental partition of [a, b], then the index 
{index plus nullity} of Q*“[E 1 II] is equal to the largest nonnegative integer k such 
that there exists a k-dimensional manifold in D,,[a, b] on which g[7; a, b] is 
negative definite {nonpositive definite}. 
For a conjoined basis Y,(t) = (U,(t); Vo(t)) of (E), the designation of a 
point c where U,(c) is singular as a focal point is consistent with the charac- 
terization of a focal point in terms of the functional J. If t = a is a point 
such that .!J,(a) is nonsingular then W,(a) = V,(a) U,-‘(a) is hermitian, and 
(U(t); V(t)) = (Uo(t) U;‘(a); Vo(t) U,‘(a)) is a conjoined solution which 
satisfies V(a) = E, V(a) = V,(a) &‘(a). If we let r = Vo(a), then a value 
c > a will be a focal point of J[?; a, b] of order k if and only if U(c) is singular 
of order n - k. 
For a given c E [a, b], the points of [a, b] which are right-hand focal points 
to t = c relative to the functional y[~; a, b] will be ordered as a sequence 
T,+(T), (p = 1,2,...), and numbered so that 7,+(r) < ~‘5,i(r), with each 
repeated a number of times equal to its order as a focal point. For focal points 
we have the following basic separation theorem. 
THEOREM 5.4. Suppose that (E) is identically, normal, and for 01 = 1,2, let 
&I; a, 4 = 7*(a) r,rl(a) + s” K*[dWt + 7*P~ld, a 
where PI and P, are n x n hermitian matrices. Moreover, let P and N denote 
the number of positive and negative proper values of the hermitian matrix 
I’, - P, , where each proper value is repeated a number of times equal to its 
multiplicity. If for a positive integer p the focal point Ti++p(I’J exists, then 
T,+(rl) exists and T,+(rl) < T;+&); if TaN(rl) exists then T,+(q exists and 
Tp+(r2) < Tii+~(rl)- 
6. CONJUGATE POINTS 
If we take fundamental partitions as in the last section, and fi E S,(n), 
(i = 1,2), then we again obtain a form QO[[i, 6s 1 n] which is fundamental 
to the study of conjugate points. Using the same techniques as in Section 5, 
we may establish results corresponding to Theorems 5.1-5.4, along with the 
following additional results. 
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THEOREM 6.1. The number of points on (a, b), {(a, b]}, conjugate to a is the 
same us the number of points on (a, b), {[a, b)} conjugate to b, where each point 
is counted a number of times equal to its order us a conjugate point. 
If we let t,+(u) and tP-(a) be the pth right and left conjugate point of a, 
respectively, again with the usual order and numbering convention, we get 
the following results. 
THEOREM 6.2. If tP+(c), {ty(c)}, exists for c = co, then there exists a 
6 > 0 such that t,+(c), {t9-(c)} exists for c E (c, - 6, c, + 8); moreover, 
tP+(c), {t,-(c)} is continuous at co . 
THEOREM 6.3. If a, E [a, b] (a = 1, 2), and a, < u2, then whenever 
t,+(u,), {tg-(al)} exists, the conjugate point &,+(a,), {tP-(uz)} also exists and 
t,+w > t,+w ~b-kz) > tP-h)>* 
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